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Let T be a closed densely-defined operator on a Bsnach space X and let E(.) 
be a spectral measure whose range I is a complete Boolean algebra of projections 
in X. Then T is of the form s f (A) dE(h) ‘f I an d only if T commutes with B and 
leaves invariant every invariant subspace of c?. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose is to prove Theorem 1 below, which generalizes, in part, a result 
of Masani and Rosenberg [3] about spectral measures on Hilbert spaces to the 
Banach space case, and generalizes a result of Bade [I] about bounded operators 
to unbounded operators. 
Let X be a complex Banach space and E(.) a spectral measure defined on a 
u-field .Z of subset of a set (1 and whose values are projections in X. The range 
of II(.), i.e. {E(U): o E Z} will be denoted by 8. Recall that a Boolean algebra 9 
of projections in X is said to be complete if every subset {Pa} of ?C4 has a greatest 
lower bound A P, and a least upper bound V P, in C3 such that 
(V Pm) X = elm (iJ PA), (AP+= npax, 
where elm(Y) denotes the closed linear manifold spanned by Y. Let T be a 
linear transformation with domain SS (a linear manifold in X) and range con- 
tained in X. We say that T commutes with the bounded operator A on X if 
A9 C 59 and ATx = TAX for all x E 9; T commutes with the collection Y of 
bounded operators if it commutes with every operator in Y. We say that T 
leaves a linear manifold ~2‘ invariant if TX E 4 for every x E 9 n &I; in this 
case T 1 J&‘ will denote the restriction of T to 9 n &?. By a subspace of X we 
mean a closed linear manifold. 
THEOREM 1. Let E(q) be a spectral measure in X which is dejned on a a-$eld Z 
of subsets of a set A and whose range 8 is complete and let T be a closed densely- 
defined linear operator in X. Then T = sA f (A) dE(X) for some Z-measurable 
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function f if and only if T commutes with 6 and leaves invariant every invariant 
subspace of b. 
This result was proved for Hilbert spaces and spectral measures of “countable 
total multiplicity” by Masani and Rosenberg [3] by a proof valid only on 
Hilbert space. The case when T is bounded was proved by Bade [I], and the case 
when E(.) has a cyclic vector and T unbounded was proved in [4]. 
2. SPECIAL CASES 
The following theorem is due to Bade [l]. 
THEOREM 2 [2, p. 22091. The uniformly closed operator algebra generated 
by a complete Boolean algebra S? of projections on X consists of all bounded linear 
operators on X which leave invariant every subspace which is invariant under every 
member of 23. 
COROLLARY 3. Let E( .) be a spectral measure in X which is defined on a u-field 
.Z of subsets of a set A, and whose range d is complete, and let T be a bounded linear 
operator on X. Then T = sA f (A) dE(h) f or some E-essentially bounded Z- 
measurable function f if and only if T leaves invariant every subspace invariant 
under 8. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2 and from the fact that the uniformly 
closed algebra generated by 8 consists of all bounded operators of the form 
T = JAf(h) dE(h) (see, e.g., [2, Theorem XVII 2.101). 
We note that if T is a bounded operator which leaves invariant every subspace 
invariant under 8, then T commutes with &. That this is not necessarily true 
when T is unbounded was shown by Masani and Rosenberg [3, Example 4.51. 
In the case when 8 has a cyclic vector, we have the following result, proved 
in [4]. 
THEOREM 4. If 8 has a cyclic vector and T is a closed densely-defined linear 
operator in X, then T = Jam dE(X) f or some Z-measurable function f if and 
only if T commutes with 8’. 
We note that in this case if T commutes with B then T leaves invariant every 
invariant subspace of &. The following example shows that this is not true in 
general. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let X be any Banach space with dimension at least two. 
Define E(.) on subsets of (0, l} by 
E(a) = I if 0 E 0, E(u) = 0 if 0 $0. 
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Here 6 = (0, I}, every operator on X commutes with G, but T leaves invariant 
the invariant subspaces of d if and only if T = CI for a complex number c. Also 
T = Jf(x) d/Z(h) if and only if T = cl. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Our proof will follow the proof of Bade’s theorem [2, pp. 2209-22131. First 
let T = J,f(h) dE(h), th en T commutes with d (see [2, p. 22381). Furthermore 
if J?’ is an invariant subspace of G, and x E J?’ n g(T), and 6, = {A: 1 f(h): < n}, 
then E&)x E .S( T) and 
TE(S,)x = s f(A) dE(A)x E A?, 
hz 
TX = lim TE(S,)x E ~2’. n-tm 
Before proving the converse we record some results from [l] (see also [2, 
pp. 2209-22101). Let Se be the uniformly closed algebra generated by d and 
let Sz be the maximal ideal space of ~2. There is a homeomorphic isomorphism S 
of C(Q) onto ~2. Furthermore, there is a spectral measure G(.) in X defined 
on the family of Bore1 sets in Sz such that the range of G(.) is 6 and S(f) = 
Jo f(w) WQJ) f or every f E C(Q). Thus for each projection P in 6, there is an 
open and closed set o(P) in Q such that G(a(P)) = P. The sets u(P) form a base 
for the topology of Sz. For any (not necessarily bounded) Bore1 function f on Q, 
the operator so f(w) dG(w) will still be denoted by S(f). For every x E X, let 
E, = A {E E &: Ex = x>, and the set o(E,) will be denoted by gz . It follows 
that E,x = x and o’Fs = o(F) n ox for every FE 8. 
Now let T be a closed operator with domain 9 dense in X and assume that T 
commutes with d and leaves invariant every invariant subspace of b. For every 
x E X, let A(x) be the cyclicsubspace generated by x, i.e., J&‘(X) = clm{Ex: E E 81. 
Each J&‘(X) is invariant under G and hence invariant under T. Furthermore 
if x E 9 then T j J&‘(X) is a closed and densely-defined operator which commutes 
with d 1 k(x). Theorem 4 implies that 
T I J+3 = / h,(w) 4G(w) I JC4), (9 
02: 
where h, is a Bore1 measurable function on a, . Define the operator T, by the 
formula 
T, = s h,(w) dG(w), (ii) 02 
then x E @T,) and T,x = TX, T,E, = E,T, = T, . The functions h, are 
determined up to G-almost everywhere equivalence, for if two functions satisfy 
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(i) and if g is their difference, then S(g)x = 0. Hence G(Z(g))x = x where Z(g) 
is the set of zeros of g. Therefore E, < G(Z(g)), i.e. g = 0 on oz (G-almost 
everywhere). This implies that T, is uniquely determined by 7’ and x. We will 
now replace the functions h, by certain functions fz which are uniquely deter- 
mined at every point of (TV . 
Let 01~~ = {W E 0 %: h,(w) < n}, S,, = a(G(ol,,)), and 6, = (Jlz 01~)~ . The sets 
6,. are open and closed, hence 6, is open. The sets S,, and hence 6, are uniquely 
determined by x, for G(ol,,) = K({z: 1 a 1 < n}) where K is the uniquely 
determined resolution of the identity of T, and hence G(ol,,) depend only on x 
and not on the choice of h, . Let T,, = T,G(ol,,) = SW, h,(w) dG(w), then 
T,, E z&’ and hence there is a function fzn E C(A) such that T,, = S(fzn). It is 
obvious that fzn(w) = 0 for w $ S,, . Furthermore if n < m, then T,, = 
T,,G&,) and hence fzn = fzmxs zn , i.e. fzn and fzm agree on S,, . Now define 
fzb 
fz(w) = fmkJ> if w ES,, 
=o if 6 $6,. 
(iii) 
We will show that T, = JfJw) dG(w). Let A be the operator defined by the 
integral, then the foregoing discussion shows that T,G&,) = AG(&.,). It follows 
from [2, Lemma XVIII, 2.61 that T,G(u,) = AG(a,), i.e., T, = A = S(f$). 
We have shown that fx satisfies the properties 
f%(W) = 0 if w $6,) (iv> 
fz / 6, is continuous, (4 
x 6 ~(S(fd and S(f& = TX. (4 
Moreover, properties (iv)-(vi) determine fz uniquely. In order to prove this, 
it is enough to prove the following: 
If f (w) = 0 for w 6 6, , f 1 6, is continuous, and S(f )x = 0, then f = 0. (vii) 
This can be proved by following the proof given in [2, p. 22101 for the case 
when f is continuous. 
Next we show that for every F E 8, 
8, = 6, n u(F), (viii) 
fFz =fa?xow * (ix> 
To prove (viii) let y = Fx, hence A’(y) _C 4(x). Restricting equation (i) to 
A+‘(y) gives T 1 J(y) = s h,(X) d(G(h) 1 A’(y)). Hence we may take h, = 
h, I uv . The construction of the sets S,, and S,, shows that 6, = 6, n cry . 
But O~ = ge A O(F), thus 6, = 6, n CT(F). 
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To prove (ix) lety = Fx, g = fzxotF) . Hence g(w) = 0 if w 6 6, n U(F) = 6, , 
g 1 6, = fx / 6, is continuous. Furthermore, S(g) = S(fzxo(F)) = S(f,)F, hence 
y E g(S(g)) and S(g)y = FS(f,)x = FTx = TFx = Ty. Therefore g satisfies 
(iv)-(vi) for the vector y, and hence g = f, . 
We now show that 
f&J) = fu(QJ), w E 6, n 6, . (4 
If this equation is false, i.e., fz(wO) # f,(q,) for some wa E 6, n 6, , then there 
is a nonzero projection P E & and a y > 0 such that u = a(P) C 6, n 6, and 
1 fz(w) - f,(w)i > y for all w E u. By replacing x and y by Px and Py we see 
that we may assume that crz = oy = 6, = 6, = CT, for if z = Px and w = Py, 
then Eqs. (viii) and (ix) show that S, = 6, = u, fz = fzxO and f, = fyxo . Now 
the argument in [2, pp. 2212-22131 can be used to prove Eq. (x). 
Define the function f by 
f(w) = fz(w) if UES,, XE~(T) 
= 0 otherwise. 
This is a well-defined function, continuous on the open set 6 = u (6,: x E 9(T)}, 
and hence is a Bore1 function. Let TO = J’o f(w) dG(w). We will show that 
T = TO. 
Let x E 9(T), hence x E 9(S(fz)) by (vi). But S(fz) = TOG(&) = TOG(a,) = 
T&z > thus x = E$ E B(T,). Furthermore TX = S(f,)x = TJ&x = T,,x. 
Thus T C T,, . To prove the converse let ollz = {w: 1 f(w)1 < n} and X, = 
G(ol,)X. It follows that X, is invariant under T,, and T,, j X, is bounded and 
defined on all of X, . Also X, is invariant under T and T ) X, is closed, its 
domain G(ol,) B(T) is dense in X, , and is a bounded operator since T C T,, , 
hence X, C 9(T). N ow let x E B(T,,) and let x, = G(ol,)x. It follows that 
x, E B(T), TX, = T,,xn and lim,,, x, = x. Also T,,x = lim,,, Toxn = 
Iim,,, TX, , therefore x E 9(T) since T is closed. This proves T = T,, . 
We will now construct a function g defined on the original measure space /1 
such that g is Z-measurable and T = $ g(h) d,!?(A). As before, let 01, = {w E Q: 
j f (w)l < n}, and let t9, E Z be chosen such that E&J = G(ol,), and /3, C bnfl 
for every n. The bounded operator T, = TG(a,) = J,,~(w) dG(w) belongs to 
the uniformly closed algebra &generated by 8, hence 
for some bounded Z-measurable function g, on A. Since E(&) T, = T, , we 
may assume that g,(h) = 0 for h $ & . Also E&) T,,, = Tn+lE(#!n) = T,, , 
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hence g, = g,,xP almost everywhere, and we may choose the functions g, 
such that g, = g,+&s, . Define g by 
Thus g is a Z-measurable function, gxR, = g, . Let 
Tl = g(X) LB(h). s -4 
The foregoing discussion shows that TE(ol,) = TrE(ol,) for every n. A standard 
argument (see, e.g. [2, Lemma XVIII, 2.61 implies that T = Tl . This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. In [3] Masani and Rosenberg considered a spectral measure E(e) 
on a Hilbert space such that E(a) h as countable total multiplicity, i.e. there is 
a countable subset (xi> of X such that X = clm{E(u) xi: u E Z, i > 11. We 
note that this condition implies that the range of E(.) is a complete Boolean 
algebra of projections [2, p. 22151. The converse is false as can be shown by 
considering X = Z2(I’) f or an uncountable set r, and for every subset o of r 
define E(a) to be the operator of multiplication by the characteristic function of cr. 
Example 4.7 of [3] shows that the results fail without the requirement on 
multiplicity. The same example shows that our results fail without the require- 
ment of completeness. Actually, the completeness of d is a necessary as well as 
a sufficient condition for the conclusions of Theorem 1 or Corollary 3 to hold. 
COROLLARY 6. Let E( .) be a spectral measure in X. For the conclusion of 
Corollary 3 to hold it is necessary and su.cient that & be complete. 
Proof. Let &I be the strong closure of 8, then &r is a complete Boolean 
algebra of projections [2, Lemma XVII, 3.231. Every P E rF1 leaves invariant 
every subspace invariant under 8. If the conclusion of Corollary 3 holds for E(v), 
then P = jf (h) dE(h) for some Z-measurable function f. Since P2 = P it 
follows that f equals (almost everywhere) the characteristic function of some 
(I E .Z, and hence P = E(U) E 8. Then 6 = &I and hence is complete. 
This also implies that the completeness of 8 is necessary and sufficient for the 
conclusion of Theorem 1 to hold. 
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